
What to do when visiting Polopos! 
 

The surroundings of Polopos are mountain and valleys with a lot of walking 
trails. 
 
Not far from Polopos you find a beautiful winemuseum where you can get a 
nice meal, visit the museum and buy really good wine to take home. It is 
recommended to prebook the table. During the trip there you pass a lot of 
other Bodegas that you can visit. 
 
In Almeria which is situated about 1 hour east from the house has besides an 
nice historical city also a castle Alcazaba to visit. This is a perfect daytrip. 
 
Just a stonethrow from Almeria is the area where all the westernmovies was 
filmed, ex Clint Eastwood and Trinity films by Sergio Leone.You can visit a lot 
of filmsites kept as Vestern Leone and some are constructed amusmentparcs 
like Fort Bravo and Mini Hollywood. A lot to visit in these surroundings. 
 
Cabo de Gata that is the naturereserve, also has some filmsites but is most 
famous for its landscape. Wunderful beaches and the lighttower on the 
headland is worth a visit. The swedish tv show Master of the masters was 
recorded here in 2016. 
 
To Granada it takes about an hour. Here you can visit ex Alhambra. After only 
half an hour more you will reach the skiresort Sierra Nevada! 
 
Nearest town is Motril half an hour from the house. Nice citycenter with lots of 
shops. The area is called Cuba of spain as the sugar cane was growed her 
before introduced to Cuba and America. In Motril you find a nice sugar 
museum, worth a visit. In the outskirts of the town there is a Rum factory to 
visit,taste and buy good rum. 
 
Salobrena is another whitewashed village on a hill nearby. Almunecar is also a 
nice town in reachable distance. This is a popular touristtown with a lot to do. 
 
Along the coast to Motril you find cosy villages with nice beaches ex. 
Calahonda. Specificly to mention is Playa La Rijana a small secluded beach. 
 
Continuing to the west you will reach Nerja. Here you have the Balcony of 
Europeand the famous cave. 
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